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Light emission and enhanced nonlinearity in nanophotonic waveguide circuits by III–V/silicon-on-insulator heterogeneous integration
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The heterogeneous integration of a III–V thin film on top of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) optical waveguide circuit by means of adhesive divinylsiloxy-benzocyclobutene (DVS-BCB) die-to-wafer bonding is demonstrated, thereby achieving light emission and enhanced nonlinearity in ultracompact SOI cavities. This approach requires ultrathin DVS-BCB bonding layers to allow the highly confined optical mode to overlap with the bonded III–V film. The transfer of sub-100-nm III–V layers using a 65 nm DVS-BCB bonding layer onto SOI racetrack resonator structures is demonstrated. Spontaneous emission coupled to a SOI bus waveguide, spectrally centered around the resonator resonances, is observed by optically pumping the III–V layer. Strong carrier-induced nonlinearities are observed in the transmission characteristics of the III–V/SOI resonator structure. The all-optical control of an optical signal in these III–V/SOI resonators is demonstrated. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2967832]

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon on insulator (SOI) is emerging as a disruptive technology for the realization of photonic integrated circuits comprising both passive and active functionalities. This is driven by the fact that standard complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology can be used to fabricate photonic integrated circuits, thereby improving the yield, reproducibility, and cost of the fabrication.1 While passive optical functions such as wavelength filters2,3 and active optical functions such as light modulation4 can be realized in silicon, light detection, amplification, and emission require other materials to be integrated on the SOI waveguide platform, i.e., III–V (Ref. 5) or germanium6 for light detection and III–V material for light emission and amplification.7,8 The high refractive index contrast between the silicon waveguide core (n=3.45 at 1.55 μm) and the SiO2 cladding layer (n=1.45 at 1.55 μm) is ultimately exploited by using nanophotonic strip waveguides, which are defined by completely etching through a λ/2n thick silicon waveguide layer.1 This results in a single mode waveguide with cross-sectional dimensions on the order of 500×200 nm2 (for operation at the 1.55 μm telecommunication wavelength) with a very high omnidirectional refractive index contrast, which allows making wavelength-scale optical functions. This miniaturization further leverages the cost of the photonic integrated circuit as more photonic integrated circuits can be obtained from a single SOI wafer. The integration of light emitters on the SOI waveguide platform can be achieved in different ways. In Ref. 7 we demonstrated for the first time the heterogeneous integration of an InP/InGaAsP Fabry–Pérot-type laser diode on and coupled to a nanophotonic SOI waveguide circuit using a divinylsiloxy-benzocyclobutene (DVS-BCB) adhesive bonding. We also demonstrated the integration of a III–V microdisk laser onto a SOI nanophotonic waveguide circuit.9 Recently, the work of Intel/UCSB has received a lot of attention, in which a III–V epitaxial layer is transferred onto a SOI rib waveguide structure.8,10 While integrated optoelectronic devices were realized this way, the use of SOI rib waveguide structures limits the further downscaling of the size of the photonic integrated circuit due to the limited refractive index contrast that can be realized in this single mode rib waveguide structure. In this paper we present for the first time the realization of light emission from ultracompact III–V/SOI cavities based on the nanophotonic strip waveguide platform, resulting in devices with a typical footprint of 100 μm2. In Ref. 9, devices of about the same size were realized in a bonded III–V film. The main difference between both approaches is that in this case the cavity is defined in the SOI waveguide layer instead of in the III–V waveguide layer, which makes the III–V postprocessing very straightforward and possibly CMOS compatible. By locating the cavity in the SOI waveguide layer, one can also benefit from the high-resolution deep UV lithography to define the cavity. Besides light emission around 1.55 μm from a SOI cavity with an InP/InGaAsP layer structure bonded on top, a strong nonlinear effect in the transmission spectrum of the III–V/SOI resonators is observed due to the creation of carriers in the bonded III–V layer. As this is due to a linear photon absorption process, the required optical power to observe nonlinear behavior is lower than what is typically used in all-silicon nonlinear components, which rely on the weak two-photon absorption or the Kerr effect in silicon. This enhanced nonlinearity will be further demonstrated by showing that the transmission spectrum of a III–V/SOI resonator can be modified drastically in an all-optical way, leading to effi-
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cient all-optical modulation of light. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the properties of the waveguide structure used in this paper will be outlined, while in Sec. III the bonding technology that is used for the integration of the III–V layer on top of the SOI nanophotonic waveguide circuit will be discussed. In Sec. IV the results on light emission from the III–V/SOI cavities will be presented, while in Sec. V the nonlinear transmission properties of the cavity will be demonstrated. In Sec. VI the all-optical control of optical signals in III–V/SOI cavities will be described.

II. III–V/SOI NANO PHOTONIC WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURES

The considered III–V/SOI nanophotonic waveguide structure is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. The SOI nanophotonic strip waveguide structure used consists of a 220 nm thick silicon waveguide layer on top of a 2 μm thick SiO2 buffer layer to prevent the leakage of light to the silicon substrate. In order to achieve a single mode operation, 500 nm wide strip waveguides are used. The integration of a high refractive index III–V layer on top of the SOI nanophotonic waveguide can drastically change the modal properties of the waveguide structure. Indeed, the III–V bonded film (n_{III–V} = 3.3) behaves as a quasibiase into which the SOI guided mode (with an effective index of about 2.5 for the quasitransverse electric guided mode) can leak. Only by making the III–V film sufficiently thin can a substantial leakage of light into the bonded III–V film be avoided. The leakage loss of the III–V/SOI mode into the bonded III–V film plays an important role especially in the racetrack resonator cavity design presented in this paper as it can dramatically lower the quality factor of the racetrack resonator. In Fig. 2(a), the radiation loss of the quasitransverse electric mode propagating in a bent III–V/SOI waveguide structure is plotted as a function of bend radius and III–V overlay thickness. In Fig. 2(b), the radiation loss of the quasi-TE guided mode in a bent waveguide structure as a function of bend radius and III–V overlay thickness (t_{BCB}=50 nm) and the influence of the DVS-BCB bonding layer thickness on the quasi-TE guided mode confinement factor in the III–V layer (bend radius of 5 μm, n_{III–V}=75 nm).

III. DVS-BCB BONDING TECHNOLOGY

The heterogeneous integration of a III–V film on top of a SOI waveguide substrate was realized using an epitaxial layer transfer technique based on DVS-BCB die-to-wafer bonding. As an ultrathin bonding layer thickness is required, the most critical step in the process is the removal of particles pinned on the SOI waveguide circuit and the InP/InGaAsP waveguide core, it is more affected by the waveguide surface roughness and radiation bending loss than the quasi-TE mode. Therefore, in Secs. IV–VI the focus will be on TE polarized light.

![III–V/SOI nanophotonic waveguide structure](image)

![Simulation of the radiation loss of the quasi-TE guided mode in a bent waveguide structure as a function of bend radius and III–V overlay thickness (t_{BCB}=50 nm) and the influence of the DVS-BCB bonding layer thickness on the quasi-TE guided mode confinement factor in the III–V layer (bend radius of 5 μm, n_{III–V}=75 nm).](image)
InGaAsP epitaxial layer stack, which would otherwise result in large unbonded areas. Particles on the SOI waveguide circuit were removed by immersing the SOI waveguide circuit into a standard clean-1 solution (SC-1, 1H3N4:4H2O2:20H2O at 70 °C) for 15 min. This lifts off particles from the SOI surface and renders the surface hydrophilic. On the III–V surface, a sacrificial InP/InGaAs layer pair grown on top of the InP/InGaAsP active layer structure is removed by wet etching using HCl and 1H2SO4:1H2O2:18H2O, respectively. This leaves a particle- and contamination-free surface for bonding. After particle removal and surface conditioning, a solution of cyclotene 3022–25 DVS-BCB and mesitylene in a 2:3 ratio is spin coated on top of the SOI waveguide circuit. Diluting cyclotene 3022–35 DVS-BCB in mesitylene allows achieving the ultrathin bonding layers required in this application. After a prebake at 150 °C to evaporate the remaining solvents in the spin coated layer, the III–V die is attached to the SOI waveguide circuit into a standard clean-1 solution (SC-1, 1NH3:4H2O2:20H2O at 70 °C) for 15 min. This lifts off particles from the SOI surface and renders the surface hydrophilic. On the III–V surface, a sacrificial InP/InGaAs layer pair grown on top of the InP/InGaAsP active layer structure is removed by wet etching using HCl and 1H2SO4:1H2O2:18H2O, respectively. This leaves a particle- and contamination-free surface for bonding. After particle removal and surface conditioning, a solution of cyclotene 3022–25 DVS-BCB and mesitylene in a 2:3 ratio is spin coated on top of the SOI waveguide circuit. Diluting cyclotene 3022–35 DVS-BCB in mesitylene allows achieving the ultrathin bonding layers required in this application.

After a prebake at 150 °C to evaporate the remaining solvents in the spin coated layer, the III–V die is attached to the SOI waveguide circuit (epitaxial layers oriented downward) and the III–V/SOI stack is cured at 250 °C in a nitrogen environment for 1 h. After curing the DVS-BCB film, the InP growth substrate of the III–V die is removed by a combination of mechanical grinding and wet etching using 3HCl:H2O until an InGaAs etch stop layer is reached. After the removal of the InGaAs etch stop layer using 1H2SO4:1H2O2:18H2O, the thin InP/InGaAsP active layer is left bonded on top of the SOI waveguide circuit. Lithographic definition of the areas where the bonded film should be removed in combination with wet etching leaves the III–V film only on top of the SOI waveguide circuit. The transfer of thin film III–V layers was successfully demonstrated using this process. An experimental realization of a sub-100-nm III–V bonded film using a 65 nm DVS-BCB bonding layer on top of a SOI racetrack resonator waveguide circuit is shown in Fig. 4.

IV. LIGHT EMISSION FROM AN ULTRACOMPACT III–V/SOI CAVITY

In this section the light emission properties of an ultracompact III–V/SOI racetrack resonator structure are outlined. The III–V film bonded on top of the SOI racetrack resonator circuit consists of a 20 nm active InGaAsP layer with a band gap wavelength of 1.55 μm, surrounded by two InP cladding layers of 30 nm. This active layer structure was bonded onto a SOI racetrack resonator cavity, as shown in Fig. 4. The radius of the bends in the racetrack cavity is 5 μm, while the directional coupler section length was varied. The confinement factor of the optical mode in the InGaAsP active layer is calculated to be 3%. In order to assess the light emission properties of the III–V/SOI ultracompact cavity, the III–V film was optically pumped from the surface of the optical circuit using a 660 nm fiber coupled red laser source. The light emission coupled to the SOI bus waveguide is collected from the waveguide facet using a lensed fiber. The spectrum of the spontaneous emission from a III–V/SOI racetrack resonator with a directional coupler section length of 4 μm is shown in Fig. 5(a), showing clearly that the spontaneous emission is spectrally located around the cavity resonances. Both quasi-TE and quasi-TM resonances are observed, as indicated in the spectrum. However, the quality factor of the quasi-TM polarized resonances is much lower and decreases with increasing wavelength (no more resonances can be observed for wavelengths longer than 1560 nm). This is related to the large difference in mode profile between the quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes, as discussed in Sec. II. In Fig. 5(b), the optical output power coupled to the SOI bus waveguide is plotted as a function of the estimated pump power that is absorbed in the III–V film for a racetrack resonator with a directional coupler section of 1 μm versus 4 μm. A 15 μm diameter pump spot is used. As only the carriers generated above the racetrack resonator waveguide contribute to the light emission in the SOI bus waveguide, in principle, much lower pump powers can be obtained by using a donut-shaped pump beam. A theoretical 9 dB coupling efficiency between the lensed fiber and the 3 μm wide SOI bus waveguide was assumed to derive a lower boundary for the optical power propagating in the SOI bus waveguide.
Hence results in a change in transmission as a function of the gap shrinkage. The reduction in the guided mode effective index due to the plasma dispersion effect, band filling, and band gap shrinkage of the III–V active layers. This absorption when injecting light with a wavelength shorter than the band gap wavelength of the III–V active layers. This absorption of the resonator. This would require an in-plane pumping approach, using the silicon waveguide layer to pump the resonator structure (e.g., using a 1300 nm pump laser source). Efficient in-plane optical pumping can only be achieved by modifying the resonator layout to achieve a large extinction ratio for the pump laser (near critical coupling) while having a high quality factor resonance in the 1550 nm wavelength range. This lies, however, outside the scope of this paper.

V. NONLINEAR TRANSMISSION OF A III–V/SOI RACETRACK RESONATOR CAVITY

Besides for use as an ultracompact light emitter, III–V/SOI cavities show strong nonlinear behavior. This is due to the absorption that takes place in the III–V active layers when injecting light with a wavelength shorter than the band gap wavelength of the III–V active layers. This absorption process creates free carriers in the III–V active layer, which reduce the refractive index of the III–V active layer material due to the plasma dispersion effect, band filling, and band gap shrinkage. The reduction in the guided mode effective index results in a blueshift in the resonance spectrum, and hence results in a change in transmission as a function of the density of the free carriers or as a function of the injected optical power. Indeed, the transmission characteristic $T(\lambda)$ of the III–V/SOI cavity can be written as

$$T(\lambda) = \left| \sqrt{1 - \kappa^2} \right|^2 - \frac{\kappa^2 \exp\left( - \frac{\alpha_c L_c}{2} \right) \exp(-j\varphi)}{1 - \sqrt{1 - \kappa^2} \exp\left( - \frac{\alpha_c L_c}{2} \right) \exp(-j\varphi)}.$$

With $\varphi = (2\pi/\lambda)\text{Re}(n_{eff})L_c$, $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $n_{eff}$ is the complex effective index of the quasi-TE mode, and $L_c$ is the circumference of the resonator cavity. In Eq. (1), $\kappa^2$ represents the power coupling at the directional coupler section and $\alpha_c = (4\pi/\lambda)\text{Im}(n_{eff})$ is the loss per length unit in the racetrack resonator cavity. As the creation of free carriers both in the III–V cavity and in the silicon waveguide core (due to two-photon absorption) decreases the material refractive index (and hence the effective index), the resonances occurring at $\varphi = 2m\pi$ appear at shorter wavelengths for larger carrier densities. In this analysis the heating of the waveguide structure due to the thermal relaxation of the generated free carriers and the non-radiative recombination was not included. The heating of the waveguide structure increases the effective index due to the thermo-optic effect, thereby inducing again a redshift in the resonances. While the carrier induced blueshift is dominant at low optical input powers (until about 500 $\mu$W waveguide coupled power, as will be demonstrated below), the thermo-optic effect takes over at high optical input powers due to the two-photon absorption in the silicon waveguide. Besides a spectral blueshift due to the reduction in the real part of the guided mode effective index, the absorption of the III–V active layer is bleached, which results in resonances with a higher quality factor when the input power is increased. These effects are demonstrated in this section. The III–V layer structure used in this experiment consists of three 10 nm thick InGaAs quantum wells with a band gap wavelength of 1.55 $\mu$m separated by 10 nm barrier layers and 7 nm InP cladding layers. This layer structure was transferred on top of a SOI racetrack resonator by means of the process outlined in Sec. III. The confinement factor of the guided mode effective index, the absorption of the III–V active layer is bleached, which results in resonances with a higher quality factor when the input power is increased. This lies, however, outside the scope of this paper.

(a) Spectrum of the spontaneous emission coupled to the SOI bus waveguide and (b) optical power coupled to the SOI bus waveguide (single sided) as a function of the pumping power for two different resonator designs.
coupled power curve, the extinction ratio and the quality factor of the resonances change significantly with the resonance wavelength. This is due to absorption in the InGaAsP quantum wells with a band gap wavelength of 1.55 μm and the decreasing power coupling at the directional coupler for shorter wavelengths. While the resonance around 1568 nm has an extinction ratio larger than 10 dB, the absorption and reduced optical coupling at shorter wavelengths cause the racetrack resonator to become undercoupled, thereby reducing the extinction ratio. At wavelengths shorter than 1510 nm, no more resonance dips can be observed. Increasing the optical input power tends to bleach this absorption, thereby creating distinct resonances, also at shorter wavelengths. This enhancement in the quality factor of the resonances for higher optical input powers can be clearly observed in the 6 dBm optical input power curve. Also the blueshift in the resonances for higher optical input powers can be observed. A close-up of the racetrack resonator transmission around the resonances at wavelengths of 1548 and 1568 nm, separated by one free spectral range and spectrally lying on the Urbach tail of the III–V quantum wells, is shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively, for various power levels in the SOI input waveguide. The increase in extinction ratio for increasing optical power, together with the blueshift in the resonance spectrum, can be observed for low input powers in the SOI waveguide. Further increasing the optical input power tends to shift the resonance spectrum back to longer wavelengths due to the thermo-optic effect. The maximum carrier induced blueshift that could be achieved is about 0.6 nm around the 1548 nm resonance and 0.3 nm around the 1568 nm resonance. As a comparison, DVS-BCB coated SOI racetrack resonators without a III–V overlay only show a redshift in the transmission spectrum for increasing optical input powers, as in continuous wave operation, the two-photon absorption induced thermo-optic effect dominates the plasma dispersion effect based carrier blueshift in the silicon waveguide.13

The carrier induced blueshift and absorption bleaching result in strong nonlinear transmission characteristics, as shown in Fig. 7, where for various transmission curves the wavelength was varied and the optical input power was fixed. Applications for this nonlinear behavior can, however, be identified better by fixing the wavelength of the incident light and recording the optical output power at the optical input power and the of the optical input power. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the output power is plotted versus the optical input power. It is clear that a large variety in nonlinear transmission curves can be obtained by tuning the wavelength of the injected light. In Fig. 8(a), a limiting optical function is implemented when λ = λ1=1567.57 nm, where the optical output power is limited to about 75 μW. In Fig. 8(b), high optical input powers are suppressed at the output when λ = λ2=1567.74 nm, while in Fig. 8(c) low optical input powers are suppressed for λ = λ3=1567.97 nm. These basic nonlinear responses can be used as building blocks for more complex digital photonic components, where the nonlinear transmission function of each individual ring can be tweaked by changing the input wavelength or by modifying the resonator dimensions.

VI. ALL-OPTICAL CONTROL OF OPTICAL DATA SIGNALS IN A III–V/SOI CAVITY

In Sec. V the resonance blueshift due to the creation of free carriers in the III–V overlay was discussed. Besides creating a strong nonlinear response, this effect can also be exploited to create an all-optically controlled modulator, as will be demonstrated below. By injecting a pump signal at a resonance wavelength of the III–V/SOI cavity, a fraction of the injected optical power (given by the extinction ratio of the particular resonance) will be dissipated in the III–V/SOI racetrack cavity. Part of this optical power will be absorbed in the InGaAsP active layer, thereby creating free carriers. This free carrier generation blueshifts all the resonances, thereby changing the transmission properties of the III–V/SOI racetrack resonator. As this blueshift affects all the resonances, the pump signal changes the transmission of a probe signal centered around another resonance of the racetrack resonator. The resonance blueshift of the probe signal transmission spectrum is illustrated in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), where the transmission spectrum of the resonator is plotted around the 1548 nm resonance [case (a)] and 1568 nm resonance [case (b)] as a function of the pump signal power in the SOI waveguide, which is at a pump wavelength located at the
resonance around 1529 and 1548 nm, respectively. The 6.5 and 8 dB modulations of the probe signal can be obtained in the respective cases, with less than 500 μW of pump power. This is in sharp contrast with relatively high power levels that are required to achieve an all-optical modulation (wavelength conversion) in an all-silicon resonator, which relies on the relatively weak two-photon absorption to create free carriers and the free carrier plasma dispersion effect in silicon.\textsuperscript{13}

While thermal effects limit the amount of blueshift that can be obtained in continuous wave operation to about 0.3 nm, this is sufficient for all-optical modulation or switching as can be seen in Fig. 9. This is in contrast with all-silicon resonator devices, which suffer much more from these thermal effects, as discussed in Ref.\textsuperscript{14}.

As this blueshift is due to carrier generation, the speed of this modulation is determined by the free carrier lifetime, which is about 500 ps. Higher operation speed can be obtained by applying a lateral electric field to sweep the carriers out of the active region,\textsuperscript{14} thereby reducing the effective carrier lifetime.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the use of hybrid III–V/SOI cavities as ultracompact light source and nonlinear optical element is presented. While light emission is only obtained using optical pumping, a whole set of applications could benefit from this type of device, i.e., in the research field of integrated optical sensing. In order to achieve lasing, the III–V/SOI cavity design needs to be further optimized. Besides the demonstrated all-optical modulation, a broad range of nonlinear optical functions, including optical logic, can be envisioned. The nonlinearity can even be further enhanced by replacing the quantum well layer structure with a quantum dot III–V active layer.
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